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Abstract: We have argued elsewhere that

rst order inference can be made more
ecient by using non-standard syntax for rst order logic. In this paper we de ne
a syntax for rst order logic based on the structure of natural language under
Montague semantics. We show that, for a certain fairly expressive fragment of this
language, satis ability is polynomial time decidable. The polynomial time decision
procedure can be used as a subroutine in general purpose inference systems and
seems to be more powerful than analogous procedures based on either classical or
taxonomic syntax.
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1 Introduction
This paper presents a new polynomial time procedure for automated inference. Although no polynomial time procedure can be complete for rst
order logic, polynomial time inference procedures can often be used as powerful subroutines in general purpose reasoning systems [7], [21], [17]. The
procedure presented here is a signi cant strengthening of the procedure presented in [16], which is in turn a signi cant strengthening of the well known
procedure for congruence closure [14], [9].
Both the procedure presented here and the one presented in [16] are dened by inference rules written in a nonstandard syntax for rst order logic.
Nonstandard syntax is essential to both the speci cation and to the implementation of these procedures. The procedure given in [16] uses a syntax
based on taxonomic relations between expressions that denote sets. This procedure can be viewed as an extension of earlier work on knowledge representation languages, e.g., [3], [11], [4], [5]. Knowledge representation languages
have traditionally been organized around taxonomic relationships between
classes. AI researchers often express the intuition that such taxonomic representations facilitate inference. The technical results in [16] support this
intuition. The relationship between the work described here and previous
work on knowledge representation languages is discussed in more detail in
section 5.
The inference procedure presented here is based on a new nonstandard
syntax for rst order logic which we call a Montagovian syntax. This syntax
is based on aspects of natural language syntax under compositional semantics [1], [15], [18], [19], [10], [2]. In particular, our Montagovian syntax is
centered around class expressions, i.e., expressions that denote sets. In the
earlier taxonomic syntax we allowed for class symbols, such as the symbol
a-person, and class expressions such as (brother-of a-person). The expression (brother-of a-person) denotes the set of all individuals that are
the brother of some person. In general, any monadic predicate symbol of
classical syntax can be used as a class expression, and for any binary relation
R, and class expression s, one can construct the class expression (R s) which
denotes the set of individuals which are related under R to an element of
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s.

In the new Montagovian syntax we write the class expression (R s) as
and we allow the construction of the (di erent) class expression
. For example, if
is a binary relation symbol, and
is a class symbol, then we have the class expressions (loves (some
and
. The former class expression denotes the set of all individuals that love some person while the latter class
expression denotes the set of all individuals that love all people. This expansion of the vocabulary of class expressions results in an inference procedure
that is, in most respects, more powerful than the one based on taxonomic
syntax given in [16]. A precise speci cation of the syntax and semantics of
our Montagovian version of rst order logic is presented below.
This paper is intended to provide technical support for the following two
somewhat informal claims.
(R (some s))
(R (every s))
loves
person
person))
(loves (every person))

1. The eciency of inference is sensitive to the syntax used to express
statements.
2. Natural language is a source of inferentially powerful syntax.
This paper makes no contribution to the traditional study of the syntax or semantics of natural language. We do not provide any new theory
for predicting which strings of words are grammatical natural language sentences (the traditional study of syntax). Nor do we provide any new theory
for assigning meaning to natural language utterances (the traditional study
of semantics). There is a large literature on these topics with theories far
more sophisticated than the ones used here. This paper addresses a di erent
topic, the relationship between natural language syntax and ecient inference techniques. In studying the relation between syntax and inference we
have focused on only the most fundamental properties of natural language.

2 A Montagovian Syntax for First Order Logic
Our Montagovian syntax is a syntactic variant of rst order predicate calculus
| every Montagovian formula can be translated to a classical formula, and
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every classical formula can be translated to a Montagovian formula. However,
the quanti er-free fragment of Montagovian syntax is more expressive than
the quanti er-free fragment of either classical syntax or our earlier taxonomic
syntax. In spite of increased expressive power, the quanti er-free fragment
of Montagovian syntax retains most of the nice computational properties of
the quanti er-free fragment of classical syntax.
Classical syntax involves terms and formulas. In both taxonomic and
Montagovian syntax terms are replaced by class expressions where each class
expression denotes a set. The syntax of our Montagovian language is de ned
as follows.


A class expression is one of the following.

{ A variable or constant symbol.
{ A monadic predicate symbol.
{ An expression of the form (R (some

s)) or (R (every s)) where
is a binary relation symbol and s is a class expression.
{ An expression of the form ( x (x)) where x is a variable and
(x) is a formula.
R



.
A formula is one of the following.

{ An expression of the form (every s

w) or (some s w) where s
and w are class expressions. Expressions of this type are called
atomic formulas.
{ A Boolean combination of formulas. Atomic formulas and negations of atomic formulas are called literals.

Before giving a formal semantics, it is useful to consider some examples
of formulas and their associated meanings. If P and Q are class symbols then
(every P Q) is a formula which is true if the set denoted by P is a subset
of the set denoted by Q. If man is a class symbol that denotes the set of all
4

men, and runs is a class symbol that denotes the set of all things that run,
then the formula (every man runs) is true if every man runs. The formula
(some man runs) is true if some man runs.
Constant symbols and variables are taken to denote singleton sets. If John
is a constant symbol (or variable) then the formulas (every John runs) and
(some John runs) are semantically equivalent and we can use (John runs)
as an abbreviation for either formula. Similarly, we write (likes John) as
an abbreviation for either of the class expressions (likes (every John)) or
(likes (some John)).
If owns is a relation symbol, and denotes the predicate which is true of two
objects if the rst owns the second, then the class expression (owns (some
car)) denotes the set of individuals that own some car. If policeman is a
class symbol that denotes the set of all policemen, then the formula (every
policeman (owns (some car))) is true if every policeman owns a car.
Unlike Montague, we make no distinction between nouns and verbs. As a
result, there are formulas of our Montagovian syntax that do not correspond
to grammatical sentences. For example, consider the formulas (every dog
mammal) and (every (loves John) (loves Mary)).
The formal semantics for our Montagovian syntax is a (drastic) simplication of Montague's original semantics for English. Just as in classical
syntax, a model of our Montagovian language is a rst order model, i.e., a
domain D together with an interpretation of constant, class, and relation
symbols. Any binary relation R can be transformed to a function R from
elements to sets such that y is an element of R (x) if only if the pair hy; xi
is in the relation R. We adopt a super cial modi cation of the de nition of
a rst order structure so that a binary relation symbol denotes a function
from elements to sets rather than a relation. Under our de nition, a rst
order model interprets each constant symbol as an element of its domain,
each class symbol as a subset of its domain, and each relation symbol as a
function from domain elements to subsets of the domain. If the interpretation of a relation symbol R is clear from context, we will often write R(d) to
denote the set that is the result of applying (the value of) R to the domain
element d.
0

0
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If M is a rst order model, and  is a variable interpretation over M,
i.e., a mapping from variables to elements of the domain of M, then we write
V (e; M; ) for the semantic value of the expression e in the model M under
variable interpretation . If s is a class expression then V (s; M; ) is a subset
of the domain of M. If  is a formula, then V (; M; ) is a truth value,
either T or F. The semantic evaluation function V is de ned by structural
induction on expressions as follows.





If P is a class symbol then V (P; M; ) is the set M(P ).
If c is a constant then V (c; M; ) is the singleton set fM(c)g.
If x is a variable then V (x; M; ) is the singleton set f(x)g.
V ((R (every s)); M; ) is the set of all d such that, for every d in
V (s; M; ), d is an element of R(d ). (Consider the class expression
(loves (every child)).)
V ((R (some s)); M; ) is the set of all d such that there exists an
element d in V (s; M; ) such that d is in the set R(d ). (Consider the
class expression (loves (some child)).)
V (( x (x)); M; ) is the set of all d such that V ((x); M; [x :=
d]) is T where [x := d] is the same as  except that it interprets x as
d.
V ((every s t); M; ) is T if V (s; M; ) is a subset of V (t; M; ).
V ((some s t); M; ) is T if V (s; M; ) has a non-empty intersection
with V (t; M; ).
Boolean combinations of atomic formulas have their standard meaning.
0

0



0







0

Although explicit quanti cation has not been allowed in formulas, the
language is rich enough to express quanti ed formulas. Let THING be an
abbreviation for the class expression ( x (every x x)). Note that in any
rst order model THING denotes the universal set, i.e., the entire domain of
the model. The formula 8x (x) can be taken to be an abbreviation for
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x (x))). Similarly, the formula 9x (x) can be treated
as an abbreviation for (some thing ( x (x))). It is fairly easy to show
that any formula in our Montagovian language can be faithfully translated
into classical rst order logic, and that any formula of classical rst order
logic can be faithfully translated into our Montagovian language.
Montague gives an independent semantic value to noun phrases such as
(some person) and (every person) where these expressions denote functions from sets to truth values. A formula such as (every s w) can then
be analyzed as ((every s) w), i.e., the function (every s) applied to the
argument w. Montague also gives a compositional meaning to class expressions of the form (R (every s)) in terms of the independent meaning of the
expression (every s). Although we have no particular objection to Montague's analysis, we have decided to simplify the exposition of our semantics
by avoiding any independent meaning for expressions of the form (every s).

(every thing (

3 Literal Satis ability
Since Montagovian syntax is expressively equivalent to full rst order logic, it
is impossible to construct a procedure which can always determine whether
a given formula is satis able. However, it is possible to de ne a fragment
of the language for which satis ability is polynomial time decidable. In constructing a decision procedure we consider only \quanti er-free" formulas.
A formula of Montagovian syntax is called quanti er-free if it does not contain any -classes. For example, the formula (every woman (likes (some
man))) is considered to be quanti er free, while the formula (every man (
x (x (likes x)))) involves a -class and is therefore not considered to be
quanti er-free. The quanti er-free fragment of the language has no bound
variables and a purely compositional semantics. We view bound variables
and noncompositional semantics as the essence of quanti cation. This notion
of quanti er-freeness is motivated, at least in part, by an analogy between
the quanti er-free fragment of our Montagovian syntax and the quanti erfree fragment of classical rst order logic. The decision procedure for the
quanti er-free Montagovian syntax is similar to the decision procedure for
the quanti er-free fragment of classical syntax.
7

The quanti er-free fragment of our Montagovian language roughly corresponds to simple subject-verb-object sentences. For example, (every dog
(ate (some bone))) or
(every (child-of Sally) (married (some (child-of John)))):

Sentences that involve traces or anaphora can usually not be expressed in
the quanti er-free fragment of our Montagovian language. For example, the
sentence \every man likes himself" involves the anaphora \himself". Translating this into a Montagovian formula introduces a quanti er | (every
man ( x (x (likes x)))). As another example, consider the sentence
\Mary read some book John bought". Most linguists would agree that the
word \bought" in this sentence has an invisible argument called a trace. The
following translation of this sentence into a Montagovian formula involves a
quanti er.1
(Mary (read (some (

x (x

book) ^ (John (bought

x))))))

It is dicult to precisely characterize the expressive power of the quanti erfree fragment of Montagovian syntax. The quanti er-free Montagovian formula (every dog (likes (every person))) can not be expressed in either
the quanti er-free fragments of classical or taxonomic taxonomic syntax.2
However, because classical and taxonomic syntax allow function symbols and
predicates of more than two arguments, the quanti er-free fragments of these
languages can express statements that are not expressible in quanti er free
Montagovian syntax. If we restrict classical and taxonomic syntax to constant symbols and predicates of no more than two arguments, then quanti erfree Montagovian syntax is strictly more expressive than quanti er-free classical or taxonomic syntax. It seems likely that the basic results of this section
can be extended to handle function symbols and predicates of more than two
arguments, although the proofs of theorems analogous to those given here are
A more satisfying translation of the second sentence would be an expression of the form
x (John (bought x))))))) where the -class is treated
as an intersectional adjectival phrase. Unfortunately, our simple Montagovian syntax does
not allow for direct intersection of class expressions.
2 The formula (every dog (likes (some person))) can be expressed in quanti erfree taxonomic syntax but not in quanti er-free classical syntax.
1

(Mary (read (some (book (
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likely to be much more complex.3 The quanti er-free fragment of Montagovian syntax is expressively incomparable with previously studied knowledge
representation languages such as those discussed in section 5.
Although satis ability is undecidable for unrestricted rst order formulas,
satis ability is decidable for quanti er-free Montagovian syntax. Since the
quanti er free fragment of Montagovian syntax includes arbitrary Boolean
formulas, determining satis ability is NP-hard and we can not expect to nd
a polynomial time decision procedure. A more tractable problem is the literal satis ability problem. This is the problem of determining if a given set
of literals4 is satis able. In classical syntax, and in taxonomic syntax, the
literal satis ability problems are polynomial time decidable. In Montagovian syntax the literal satis ability problem is NP-complete. A proof of the
NP-hardness of the literal satis ability problem for Montagovian syntax is
given in appendix I. The NP hardness of the Montagovian literal satis ability problem arises from the fact that, for a given class expression appearing
in the input, we may not know whether or not that exspression denotes the
empty set. If, for each class expression, we know whether or not that expression denotes the empty set then the literal satis ability problem becomes
polynomial time decidable.
To simplify the presentation of the remainder of this paper we use the
notation 9s where s is a class expression as an abbreviation for the formula
(some s s). Formulas of the form 9s express the statement that there exist
elements of the set denoted by s, i.e., s does not denote the empty set.

De nition: We say that a set of formulas  determines existen-

tials if, for every class expression s that appears in any formula
in ,  contains either the formula 9s or the formula :9s.
Montagovian Literal Satis ability Theorem: The satis ability of a set of quanti er-free Montagovian literals that determines existentials is polynomial time decidable.
The use of function symbols in taxonomic syntax greatly increases the complexity of
the completeness theorem for the decision procedure for the quanti er-free fragment.
4 As de ned above for Montagovian syntax, a literal is either an atomic formula or the
negation of an atomic formula where an atomic formula is any formula of the form (every
s w) or (some s w).
3
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The above theorem implies that one can determine whether an arbitrary
set  of quanti er-free Montagovian literals is satis able by searching for a
superset of  that determines existentials and is satis able. If there are n
class expressions in  then there are at most 2n extensions of  that need to
be searched. This also implies that the satis ability problem for quanti erfree Montagovian formulas is in the complexity class NP | a quanti er free
formula  is satis able if and only if there exists a truth assignment to
the atomic formulas in , and a truth assignment to existential statements
about the class expressions in , such that the truth assignment is satis able
according to the above procedure and satis es the Boolean part of .

4 The Decision Procedure
We start by transforming the given set of literals  into an equi-satis able
set  which contains no literals of the form (some s t) where s and t are distinct class expressions. We will call such literals positive intersection literals.
This transformation can be achieved by simply replacing any positive intersection literal (some s t) with the three literals (every w s), (every w t)
and 9w where w is a new class symbol. Any model of  is also a model of ,
and any model of  yields a model of  . For the remainder of this section we
assume that  contains no positive intersection literals. Negative intersection
literals, i.e. literals of the form :(some s t), may still be present.
The literal satis ability procedure is based on the inference rules given in
gure 1. These rules introduce a new formula, (at-most-one s) where s is
a class expression. The formula (at-most-one s) is true just in case the set
denoted by s contains at most one member. Inference rule 15 allows for the
derivation of positive intersection formulas | although we can assume that
 does not contain positive intersection formulas it is convenient to allow
such formulas to be inferred. By assuming that  does not contain positive
intersection formulas we can ensure that whenever we can infer (some s t)
there exists some expression w such that we can infer 9w, (every w s), and
(every w t) We now introduce a restricted inference relation `.
0

0

0

De nition: We write 

`

 if  can be proven from  using
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(1)

(every

s t)

(every (R (some

(2)

(every

s))

(R (some t)))

s t)

(every (R (every t)) (R (every

(3)

(every

r s );

(every

r t)

(4)

(every

t t)

(5)

9c

(6)

(at-most-one

(7)
(8)
(9)

(every

s)))

(11)

s t)

(12)

(at-most-one t)
(every s t)

9r

(every
(every

t s)
r s)
r t)

(every (R (every

c)

(at-most-one t); (every

:(every r t)
9r
9s
(every

(13)

9(R (some s))
9s
9r; (every r t)
9t
(at-most-one

(10)

t

(R (every

(15)

r)

(every
(every

9r

(some

(16)

s)))

(at-most-one t); (every
(every (R (some

r t)

(R (some t)))

:9s
(every

(14)

s))

s))

s t)

(R (every t)))

r s)
r t)

s t)

:
F

Figure 1: The inference rules for quanti er-free literals. In these rules the
letters r, s, and t range over class expressions, c ranges over constant symbols,
and R ranges over relation symbols.
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the rules in gure 1 such that every class expression appearing in
the proof appears in .
The de nition of the relation ` ensures that to determine whether  ` 
we need only consider formulas all of whose class expressions appear in .
For a given nite set  there are only nitely many class expressions that
appear in  | the number of class expressions can grow at most linearly
in the written length of . The inference rules have the property that they
can only be used to infer formulas of the form (every s w), (some s w), or
(at-most-one s) (recall that 9s is actually an abbreviation for (some s s)).
If we only consider formulas whose class expressions appear in , then there
are at most order jj2 such formulas. This implies that by simply enumerating all derivable formulas one can determine, in polynomial time in the size
of , determine whether or not  ` .

Satis ability Completeness Lemma: If  is a set of quanti erfree Montagovian literals that determines existentials, then  is
satis able if and only if  6` F.
Given that one can determine in polynomial time whether  ` F, the
above satis ability completeness lemma immediately implies the Montagovian literal satis ability theorem of the preceding section. The proof of the
above completeness lemma is given in appendix II.

5 Other Knowledge Representation Languages
Our Montagovian syntax for rst order logic is related to a large family of
knowledge representation languages known as concept languages or frame
description languages (FDLs) [6], [20], [22], [8].
Each FDL is similar to our Montagovian syntax in that it provides a
simple recursive de nition of a particular set of class expressions built from
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constant, predicate, and relation symbols.5 The class expressions of a particular FDL can be considerably di erent from the class expressions of our
Montagovian syntax. For example, all FDLs discussed in the knowledge representation literature include intersection operations on class expressions |
given any two class expressions s and w the class expression AND(s; w)
denotes the intersection of the sets denoted by s and w. A Montagovian
syntax that includes a class intersection operation is described in [12].
All languages in the knowledge representation literature also include class
expressions of the form 8R:C where R is a relation symbol and C is a class
expression. An object x is a member of the class expression 8R:C if, for
every y such that the relation R holds between x and y, the individual y is
in the set denoted by C . For example, the class expression 8child-of:human
denotes the set of all individuals x such that every child of x is human. The
statement that every child of a human is human can be expressed as the
formula
(every human (8 child-of .

human)):

Intuitively, this formula states that every human has the property that every
child of that human is human. This same statement can be expressed in our
Montagovian syntax (or in our earlier taxonomic syntax) with the formula
(every (child-of (some human)) human):
It is important to note that class expressions of the form 8R:C are quite
di erent from class expressions of the form (R (every C )). For example,
8loves:human is the class of individuals that love only humans, while (loves
(every human)) is the class of individuals that love all humans (and possibly
other things as well).
Class expressions of the form 8R:C are not expressible in our Montagovian syntax. In particular, there appears to be no way to express the formula
(every (8R:C ) W) in Montagovian syntax. Conversely, there is no way that
class expressions of the form 8R:C can be used to express the class expression
Within the knowledge representation literature an FDL is not viewed as an alternative
syntax for full rst order logic. Rather, the formulas of an FDL are restricted to include
only subset relations between restricted types of class expressions. These languages are
less expressive than full rst order logic.
5
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. In particular, there appears to be no way of translating the
formula
C ))) into a formula involving class expressions of the form 8R:C . There does not appear to be any simple relationship
between the expressive power of Montagovian syntax and previously studied
FDLs.
(R (some C ))
(every W (R (some

6 Montagovian vs. Classical Syntax
We have presented a polynomial time inference procedure de ned by a set
of inference rules stated in a Montagovian syntax for rst order logic. These
inference rules cannot be stated in classical syntax without resorting to higher
order uni cation. For example, consider inference rule 1.
(every

s t)

(every (R (some

s))

(R (some t)))

This inference rule might be written in classical syntax as follows.

8x P (x) ! Q(x)
8y (9x P (x) ^ R(x; y)) ! (9xQ(x) ^ R(x; y))
Note, however, that to use the rule in classical syntax the predicates P
and Q must be treated as variables that can bind to arbitrary predicates.
Theorem provers that instantiate predicate variables have traditionally used
higher order uni cation [13]. Consider applying the Montagovian version of
inference rule 1 to the Montagovian formula
(every (child-of (some bird)) (friend-of (every bird-watcher))).

This formula states that any child of a bird is a friend of any bird watcher.
An application of inference rule 1 allows us to conclude
14

(every (owner-of (some (child-of (some bird))))
(owner-of (some (friend-of (every bird-watcher))))).

This formula says that anyone who owns the child of a bird also owns a
friend of every bird watcher. In Montagovian syntax inference rule 1 can be
applied using simple (classical) uni cation to bind the variables s and t of the
inference rule to the expressions (child-of (some bird)) and (friend-of
(every bird-watcher)) respectively. Now consider the same inference in
classical syntax. The premise can be stated as follows.
8x (9y bird(y )^child-of(y x)) ! (8y bird-watcher(y) ! friend-of(y x))

To apply the classical syntax version of the inference rule one must bind the
predicate variable P to the -predicate
x 9y bird(y ) ^ child-of(y x)

and bind Q to the -predicate
x 8y bird-watcher(y ) ! child-of(y x):

Given this binding of P and Q in the classical syntax rule, the conclusion of
the rule must be translated back into classical syntax by -reducing applications of these -predicates. Applying inference rule 1 in classical syntax
requires both higher order uni cation and -reduction.
The inference procedure described in the previous section has a simple
termination condition. Inference is restricted so that all class expressions
mentioned by derived formulas must already appear in the input set of literals. This restriction implies that only a nite (polynomial) number of formulas can be derived and hence the inference process must terminate. If the
inference rules were expressed in classical rather than Montagovian syntax
the termination condition would be much more dicult to state. A similar comparison can be made between classical syntax and other knowledge
representation languages such as the FDLs discussed earlier.

15

7 Conclusions
We have argued that the e ectiveness of inference is coupled to the selection
of the syntax in which formulas are expressed. If such a coupling does indeed exist then one can speak informally of \e ective syntax" | a syntax is
e ective to the extent that inference processes de ned in that syntax can be
made e ective. Classical syntax appears to be particularly ine ective.
If one accepts the proposition that the e ectiveness of inference is coupled to the syntax in which formulas are expressed then it is perhaps not
too surprising that natural language is a source of e ective syntax. The
Montagovian syntax presented here is, of course, only distantly related to
the much richer and more complex syntax of actual natural languages. We
hope that natural language syntax will continue to be an inspiration for the
construction of yet more e ective formal languages.

8 Appendix I: The Montagovian Literal Satis ability Problem
In this appendix we show that determining the satis ability of a set of Montagovian literals (that need not determine existentials) is NP-hard. The proof
of NP-hardness is by reduction of a special case of monotone 3-SAT. More
speci cally, we start with a set of propositional clauses where each clause
either contains three negative literals or two positive literals. We leave it to
the reader to verify that satis ability of an arbitrary 3SAT problem can be
reduced to satis ability of this special case. For each proposition symbol P
in our restricted 3SAT problem we introduce a class symbol P where the
truth of P will correspond to the existence of elements of the set denoted by
P . We reduce the set of clauses to a set of Montagovian literals as follows:
For each clause of the form P _ Q we add the literal
0

0

(every (R (every

P

0

)) (G (some

Q )))
0

where R and G are new relation symbols. Any model of this literal must
16

satisfy either 9P or 9Q | if both P and Q are assigned the empty set then
(R (every P )) denotes the universal set, which must be non-empty, while
(G (some Q )) denotes the empty set. Conversely, for any interpretation of
the class symbols P and Q as sets, if at least one of the two sets is nonempty then one can ensure that the above literal is satis ed by making R the
empty relation and G the universal relation.
Now for any class symbols s, t and w we de ne [9s ! (every t w)] to be
the two literals (every t (H (every s))) and (every (H (some s)) w),
where H is a new relation symbol speci c to this constraint. Any model of
these literals must satisfy the constraint that if s denotes a non-empty set
then the set denoted by t must be a subset of the set denoted by w. Conversely, for any assignment of sets to the class symbols s, t, and w satisfying
the desired constraint, there exists an interpretation of H satisfying the above
literals | if s is assigned the empty set then the above literals are satis ed
by any interpretation of H; if s is non-empty then t must denote a subset of
the set denoted by w and the above literals are satis ed by interpreting H as
the relation that maps every domain element to the set denoted by w.
Finally, for any clause of the form :P _ :Q _ :U we add the literals that
constitute the constraints
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

[9P

0

! (every s w1)]

[9Q ! (every w1 w2)]
[9U ! (every w2 t)]
0

0

:(every s t)

where s, t, w1, and w2 are new class symbols speci c to this clause. Any
model of the above formulas must assign one of the class symbols P , Q , or
R the empty set. Conversely, for any interpretation of P , Q , and R as sets
at least one of which is empty, there exist interpretations of s, t, w1 and w2
as sets that satisfy the above constraints.
We leave it to the reader to verify that the set of literals generated by this
reduction is satis able if and only if the original restricted 3SAT problem is
satis able.
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9 Appendix II: Proof of the Completeness
Lemma
This appendix contains a proof of the completeness lemma, i.e., that if  is a
set of Montagovian literals that determines existentials then  is satis able
if and only if  6` F. This implies that if  determines existentials then the
satis ability of  can be determined in polynomial time. This second statement implies that the satis ability of quanti er-free Montagovian formulas
is in the complexity class NP, and hence is NP-complete.
Suppose that  is a set of quanti er-free Montagovian literals that determines existentials and contains no positive intersection literals. We must
show that  is satis able if and only if  6` F. If  ` F then the soundness of the individual inference rules guarantees that  is unsatis able. If
 6` F we must show that there exists a model of . To simplify the presentation we introduce the notation  ` s = w to indicate that we have both
 ` (every s w) and  ` (every w s).
Assume that  6` F. We will construct a formal model of  where the
elements of the domain are constructed from the class expressions that appear in . Given that  is quanti er-free we can replace any variable in  by
a constant symbol without a ecting satis ability. We can therefore assume
without loss of generality that no there are no variables in . The de nition
of the semantic domain of the model involves two complications. First, we
must construct equivalence classes of class expressions. If  ` s = t, and
 ` (at-most-one s), then s and t must denote the same singleton set. In
this case the single object in the set denoted by s is (essentially) the equivalence class of all class expressions that are provably equal to s. The second
complication involves the need for both \minimal" and \maximal" elements
of the set denoted by a class expresison. If  6` (every (R (some s)) t)
then we will guarantee that the set denoted by s contains a maximal element d such that R(d) is a \large" set, and in particular, that R(d) includes
something not in the set denoted by t. Let jsj be the equivalence class of the
class expression s. We use the notation "some-jsj" to denoted the pair of the
symbol \some" and the class jsj. The pair "some-jsj" will be the desired maximal element of the class denoted by s. If  6` (every t (R (every s)))
18

then we will guarantee that s contains some minimal element d such that
denotes a small set, and in particular, that the set denoted by t contains something not in R(d). By analogy with maximal elements, we use the
notation "every-jsj" to denote the formal object that will be the minimal
element of the set denoted by s.
We say that a class expression s is a domain expression if it appears in 
and  ` 9s. If s is a domain expression then we use the notation jsj to denote
the set of all domain expressions t such that  ` s = t. Inference rules 3 and
4 guarantee that the sets of the form jsj form a partition of the domain expressions into equivalence classes. The semantic domain D of our model will
consist of minimal elements "every-jsj" and maximal elements "some-jsj"
where  ` 9s, i.e., s is a domain expression. If  ` (at-most-one s) then
only the minimal element "every-jsj" will be included in the domain. Inference rule 9 guarantees that if  ` (at-most-one s) and  ` s = t then
 ` (at-most-one t). This implies that the choice of whether or not to include the domain element "some-jsj" in the semantic domain is independent
of the choice of the representative s of the class jsj.
Given this semantic domain D, we must de ne an interpretation for the
class symbols and relation symbols in  such that each literal of  is satis ed.
The model we construct will satisfy a certain denotation invariant | the set
denoted by a class expression s that appears in  will consist of all domain
elements "some-jtj" and "every-jtj" such that  ` (every t s). We de ne
the interpretation of constant symbols, class symbols, and relation symbols
using this desired denotation invariant as a guide. We use the notation
"Q-jsj" to mean either the object "some-jsj" or the object "every-jsj".
The denotation of a class symbol P is de ned to be the set of all domain
members of the form "Q-jsj" such that  ` (every s P ). This de nition
immediately guarantees the denotation invariant for class symbols.
We de ne the denotation of a constant symbol c that appears in  to be
the domain member "every-jcj". Inference rules 5, 6, 9 and 11 guarantee
that the denotation invariant holds for constant symbols. We interpret each
constant symbol that does not appear in  as an arbitrary element of the
semantic domain.
We will now de ne the interpretation of relation symbols. To de ne the
R(d)
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function denoted by a relation symbol R we need to de ne the set R("Q-jsj")
for any domain element "Q-jsj". Intuitively, the set R("Q-jsj"), where Q
is either some or every, should be the set of domain members "Q -jtj" such
that  ` (every t (R (Q s))). This intuitive de nition fails because the
class expression (R (Q s)) need not appear in . To remedy this situation
we de ne a new relation `.
0





We write  ` (every t (R (some s))) if any one of the following
conditions hold:
{ For some (R (some w)) appearing in ,  ` (every w s) and
 ` (every t (R (some w))):
{ For some (R (every w)) appearing in ,  ` (some s w) and
 ` (every t (R (every w))):
We write  ` (every t (R (every s))) if any one of the following
conditions hold:
{ For some (R (every w)) appearing in ,  ` (every s w) and
 ` (every t (R (every w))):
{ For some (R (some w)) appearing in ,  ` (at-most-one w),
 ` w = s and  ` (every t (R (some w))):

If  ` (every t (R (Q s))) then  ` (every t (R (Q s))). Conversely, if (R (Q s)) appears in , and  ` (every t (R (Q s))) then
 ` (every t (R (Q s))). The di erence between the two relations is restricted to expressions of the form (R (Q s)) that do not appear in . The
reader can also check that if  ` 9s and  ` (every t (R (every s)))
then  ` (every t (R (some s))).
We now de ne the set R("Q-jsj") to be the set of all domain elements
"some-jtj" and "every-jtj" such that  ` (every t (R (Q s))). We must
check that this de nition is well formed, i.e., that the de nition is independent of the choice of s and t used as the representatives of the equivalence classes jsj and jtj. Fortunately, the transitivity of the subset relation guarantees that if t is equivalent to t and s is equivalent to s then
 ` (every t (R (Q s ))) if and only if  ` (every t (R (Q s))).
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This completes the de nition of a rst order structure | we have de ned
a semantic domain and assigned an appropriate meaning to all constant
symbols, class symbols, and relation symbols. We will now prove that every
class expression that appears in  satis es the desired denotation invariant.

Denotation Invariant: For any class expression s that ap-

pears in , the denotation of s equals the set of domain elements
such that  ` (every t s).

"Q-jtj"

We prove this invariant by induction on the structure of class expressions. Every class expression appearing in  is either a class symbol, a
constant symbol, or an expression of the form (R (Q s)) for some relation
symbol R, speci er Q, and class expression s. We have already argued that
the denotation invariant holds for class symbols and constant symbols. Now
we assume that s satis es the denotation invariant and consider an expression in  of the form (R (Q s)). It now suces to show that (R (Q s))
satis es the denotation invariant, i.e., the set denoted by (R (Q s)) is the
set of domain elements "Q -jtj" such that  ` (every t (R (Q s))). We
consider four cases corresponding to whether Q is \some" or \every" and to
which direction of the inclusion we are trying to show.
First we consider expressions of the form (R (some s)). Let "Q-jtj"
be an element of the set denoted by (R (some s)). We must show that
 ` (every t (R (some s))). Since "Q-jtj" is in the set denoted by
(R (some s)) there must be some element "Q -js j" in the set denoted by
s such that the set R("Q -js j") contains "Q-jtj". By the induction hypothesis we must have  ` (every s s). By the de nition of the meaning of R, we must have  ` (every t (R (Q s ))). Since s is a domain expression we must have  ` 9s . As noted above, the de nition
of ` implies that if  ` 9s and  ` (every t (R (every s ))) then
 ` (every t (R (some s ))). So  ` (every t (R (some s ))) (it is
possible that  ` (every t (R (some s ))) even if "some-js j" is not a
domain member.) By the de nition of of ` there must exist some expression (R (Q w)) that appears in  such that  ` (every t (R (Q w)))
and such that (R (Q w)) satis es one of the two ways of establishing
 ` (every t (R (some s ))). Let (R (Q w)) be an expression that
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satis es one of these two cases. We leave it to the reader to verify that in each
case the expression (R (Q w)) ensures that  ` (every t (R (some s)))
and thus that  ` (every t (R (some s))).
Now suppose that  ` (every t (R (some s))). We must show that
domain elements of the form "Q-jtj" are members of the set denoted by
(R (some s)). Since t is a domain expression we have  ` 9t. Inference
rules 7 and 8 now guarantee that  ` 9s. Now suppose that  ` (at-most-one s).
In that case the de nition of ` ensures that  ` (every t (R (every s))).
Since s satis es the denotation invariant, and  ` 9s, the element "every-jsj"
must be in the set denoted by s. Finally, since  ` (every t (R (every s))),
we have that the set R("every-jsj") contains "Q-jtj" and thus "Q-jtj" is in
the set denoted by (R (some s)). Now suppose that  6` (at-most-one s).
In this case the fact that  ` 9s and the denotation invariant for s guarantee
that the set denoted by s includes the element "some-jsj". But the fact that
 ` (every t (R (some s))) immediately implies that "Q-jtj" is in the
set R("some-jsj") and thus "Q-jtj" is in the set denoted by (R (some s)).
Now we consider expressions of the form (R (every s)). Let "Q-jtj"
be an element of the the set denoted by (R (every s)). We must show
that  ` (every t (R (every s))). Suppose that  6` 9s. Since  determines existentials, we must have  ` :9s. In this case inference rule
13 guarantees that  ` (every t (R (every s))). Now suppose  ` 9s.
In this case the denotation invariant, and inference rule 4, guarantees that
the set denoted by s contains the element "every-jsj". Since "Q-jtj" is in
the set denoted by (R (every s)), we must have that "Q-jtj" is in the set
R("every-jsj"). But, by the de nition of the denotation of R, this implies
that  ` (every t (R (every s))). Since (R (every s)) appears in ,
we have  ` (every t (R (every s))).
Finally, suppose  ` (every t (R (every s))). We must show that
domain elements of the form "Q-jtj" are members of the set denoted by
(R (every s)). Let "Q -js j" be an arbitrary member of the set denoted by
s. We must show that "Q-jtj" is a member of the set R("Q -js j"). Since
"Q -js j" is a domain member, we must have  ` 9s . The denotation
invariant for s implies that  ` (every s s). These two facts, plus inference rules 15 and 4, imply that  ` (some s s). The de nition of `
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0

now guarantees that  ` (every t (R (Q s ))) and thus "Q-jtj" is in
the set R("Q -js j") as desired. This completes the proof of the denotation
invariant.
We now conclude our proof of the completeness lemma by showing that
the model de ned above satis es every literal ' in . ' must be of the form
(every s t), :(every s t), 9s, or :(some s t) (formulas of the form :9s
are a special case of negative intersection formulas and we have assumed that
 does not contain any positive intersection formulas other than formulas of
the form 9s). First, consider a literal in  of the form (every s t). The
denotation invariant (and the transitivity inference rule) implies that the set
denoted by s must be a subset of the set denoted by t. Now consider a
formula in  of the form :(every s t). Inference rule 12 guarantees that
 ` 9s. Thus the semantic domain includes the object "every-jsj". But
since  6` F, we must have  6` (every s t). Thus by the denotation
invariant, "every-jsj" must be a member of the set denoted by s that is not
a member of the set denoted by t, and thus the formula (every s t) must
be false in the de ned model. Now consider a formula in  of the form 9s.
The denotation invariant, and de nition of the semantic domain immediately
imply that the set denoted by s includes the object "every-jsj" and thus
the formula 9s is true in the de ned model. Finally, consider a formula in
 of the form :(some s t). Suppose this formula were false in the de ned
model, i.e., there exists a domain element that is in both the set denoted
by s and the set denoted by t. Let "Q-jwj" be a domain element that is in
both s and t. The de nition of the semantic domain implies that  ` 9w.
The denotation invariant for s and t implies that  ` (every w s) and
 ` (every w t). But the de nition of the relation ` implies that in this
case we have  ` (some s t) and hence  ` F which we have assumed is
not so. This concludes the proof of the completeness lemma.
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